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107 + K. 4382 
no 
in + K. 2754 + K. 5227 + 
K. 5295 +K. 7525 +K. 7632 
+ K. 7633 







207 +Sm. 24 + Rm. II, 24 
214 
215 + K. 2105 ... 
219 + K. 2095 ... 
224 + K. 2378 ... 




262 + K. 4145^ + Sm. 17 
264 
266 













2022 + K. 13608 + K. 13610 ... 





2041+ K. 4253+ K. 4308 + 
K- 45»3 























































































































































2103 + K. 7636 
2105, see K. 215. 
2108 







2146 + K. 6270 
2148 
2175+ K. 2469+ K. 2475 
K. 2480 + K. 7814 ... 
2235 
2263 + K. 3973 
2337+ K. 4971+ K. 6022 
2354+ K. 2463+ K. 3237 
K. 2412+ K. 7086+ K. 88 
+ K. 8842 
2355 + K-32i2 
2375 
2378, see K. 224. 
2406 
2410 + K. 5242 
2412, see K. 2354. 
2432 + Sm. 1899 
2435 
2453 + 81-2-4, 194 ••-
2463, see K. 2354. 
2469, see K. 2175. 
247° 
2473 
2475, see K- 2175' 
2480, see K. 2175. 
25°3 + K- 7819 
2507 + K. 3255 + Sm. 1425 
2528 + D.T. 7 
2566 
2574 + K. 3430+ K. 3924 
K. 4091+K. 10509... 
2578+ K. 4641+ K. 5256 
K. 5166 





K. 2754, see K. in. 
K. 2770 
K. 2835 
K. 2839+ K. 2840 
K. 2840, see K. 2839. 
K. 2845 
K. 2859+ K. 6090 
K. 2869+ K. 5025 
K. 2873 


































































































K. 2977 + K. 3116 
K. 2989, see K. 135. 
K. 3054 




K. 3128 + Rm. 244 
K. 3152+ R. 5244a +83-1-18, 
769 ••• ' 
K. 3169 + K. 7848 
K. 3212, see K. 2355. 
K. 3218 
K. 3235 + K. 4959 +K. 5178 ... 
R- 3237, see R. 2354. 
K. 3255, see K. 2507. 
K. 3280+ K. 4824 
K. 3364 • 
K. 3372 + K. 5241 
K. 3399 + K. 3934 
K. 3401+Sm. 2118 
R- 3426 
K. 3430, see K. 2574. 
K. 3437+ Rm. 641 
K. 3445 + Rm. 396 
R- 3449« 
K. 3454 + K. 3935 
K. 3456 + D.T. 43 





K. 3567 +K. 8588 
K. 3586 
R- 3641 




R. 3906+ K. I43S4 
R. 3924, see R. 2574. 
R- 3934, see R. 3399. 





R. 3952 + R. 12736 






K. 4091, see R. 2574. 
K. 4092 
R. 4118 + R. 14356 
R 4138 
R. 4140a ... 






































































































































R 415° ••• 
R-4I51 






















R. 4202, see R. 41405. 
R- 4205 




R. 4213 + R 10050 + R. 11399 ... 
R. 4214 ... 
R 4216+ R 4360 





R. 4230+ R. 4250+ R. 45445 + 
D.T. 9 
R- 4232 
R 4233 + R. 4371 + R. 4595 + 






R. 4250, see R. 4230. 






















































































































































R. 4338a, see Pt. XXV, pi. 7, n. 1. 
R 43385- ' .. 
K- 4339 
R 4340 + 79-7-8,294 ... 
R 4343 
R- 4345 
R. 4349 .. 
R. 43493+1 





R. 4349,5 + 81-7-27, 54 ... 
R-4349^ 
R. 4349» + R. 4349a 
R 4349? 
K. 4349^ 







R 43585 ... 
R- 4359 

















R. 4394, see R. 2042. 
R 4396 
R 4397 
R. 4398 +R. 4418 






R. 4418, see R. 4398. 
R- 4419 
R. 4422 
R, 4429 +R. 8818 


































































































































































































4555 .-.. •• 
4559 
456° 
4564 + R. 8771 
4565+ R. 46015 + R . 6953 .. 




4583, see R. 2041. 





4595, see R. 4233. 
4597 
4598, see R. 4233. 
4600 
4601a ... 
46015, see R. 4565. 
4606 
4621 
4626+ R. 5115+ R. i2oooaa.. 
4627 + K. 8810 
4628 
4632+ R. 4889+ R. 5038 + 
R 5130 +D.T. 287 
4641, see R. 2578. 
4645 
4658 + R 9367 
4661+ R. 4821+ R. 4939 + 
R. 5086+ R. 5164+ R. 5697 











1-R. 11629 + 79-7-
see R. 4661. 
see R. 3280. 
see R. 3473. 
56
4857 + K. 4887 
4859 
4863+ R. 13311 
4864+R. 4869 
4865 + Sm. 1145 
4867 





4887, see R. 4857. 
4889, see R. 4632. 
4892 + R. 4938 
4900+ R. 5331+ R 5367 .. 
49QI 
4904+ R. 5294+ R 5363 .. 
4905 +D.T. 150+ Rm. 243 ., 
4911 + R. 4955 + R. 11116 + 
Rm. 269 
R 49*7 
R. 4938, see R. 4892. 












































































































R. 4943+ R 6043 
K- 4947 
R 4947 + R. 4988 
R 4949 
R 4955, see R. 4911. 
K- 4959, see R 3235. 
R- 4965 
R. 4970 
R 4971, see R. 2337. 
R. 4988, see R. 4947. 
R. 4996 + R. 5182 
R- 5°o5 • 
R. 5009+ K. 5060a 
R. 5020+ R. 5129+ 81-7-27, 249 
R. 5025, see R. 2869. 
R. 5038, see R. 4632. 
R. 5060a, see R. 5009. 
R. 5079 + K. 12030 ... .: 
R. 5082 
R. 5086, see R. 4661. 
R. 5096 +R. 5725 +R. 13547 ., 
R. 5100 
R. 5115, see R. 4626. 
R. 5120 
R 5123 
R. 5129, see R. 5020. 
R. 5130, see R. 4632. 
R. 5133 +R. 5336 +R. 9351 ... 
R 5139 
R. 5141 + R. 5206 
R 5143 
R-5i5i 
R. 5156 + R 5220 
R. 5164, see R. 4661. 
R. 5166, see R. 2578. 
R. 5178, see R 3235. 
R- 5179 
R. 5182, see R. 4996. 
R5183 
R. 5187 + R. 5259 + R. 120000 ... 
R. 5206, see R. 5141. 
R. 5210 
R- 52130 
R. 5220, see K. 5156. 
R. 5227, see R. 111. 
R 5238 
R. 5241, see R. 3372. 
R. 5242, see K. 2410. 
R. 5244a, see R. 3152. 
R 5251 
R. 5256, see R. 2578. 
R. 5259, see R. 5187. 
R5287 
R. 5290+ R. 8059 
R- 5292 
R. 5294, see R. 4904. 
R. 5295, see K. 111. 
R 53*7 
R- 533° '• 
R' 533J, see R. 4900. 
R- 5336, see R. 5133. 
R- 5363, see R 4904. 
R. 5367, see R. 4900. 
R. 5418a 
R 5419^ 
R. 5420a ... 
R. 5420*: 
R. 5422a ... 










































































































































































































































































































































































R. 7658 ... 
R. 7659 .. 
R. 7662 
R. 7663+ R 
R. 7668 .. 
R. 7671 
R. 7683+ R 
R. 7684 + R 
R. 7686 .. 
R. 7688 .. 
K. 7689 .. 
R. 7691 
R. 7692, see 
R. 7693 .. 
K. 7695 .. 
R. 7697 .. 
R 7699 .. 
R. 7701 + R 
R 77°3 •• 
R. 7705, see 
R. 7707 
R. 7708 .. 
R. 7718 .. 
R. 7719 .. 
R. 7722 
R 7723 .. 
R. 7726 
R. 7728 .. 
R 7747 •• 
R 7751 •• 
R- 7753 •• 
R. 7754. .. 
R 7761 .. 
R 7764 .. 
R. 7765 .. 
R. 7767 .. 
R 7769 .. 
R. 7770 .. 
R. 7772 .. 
R 7778 .. 
R 7783 .. 
R 7790 .. 
R. 7793 .. 
R. 7795 .. 







R. 7805, see R. 7683. 
R. 7806, see R. 7684. 
R 7808 
R. 7811 
R. 7814, see R. 2175. 
K. 7819, see R. 2503. 
R. 7848, see R. 3169. 
R 7861 
R. 7918 










R. 8252 +R. 8257 + R 8259 ... 




R. 8257, see R. 8252. 
































































































































R. 8259, see R. 8252. 















R. 8475 +R. 12040 
R 8476 











R 8588, see R 3567. 
K. 8592 









R 8727 J 
R. 8771, see R. 4564. 
R. 8791 
K. 8797, see K. 4180a. 
R. 8800, see R. 2354. 
R. 8807 
R. 8810, ses.K. 4627. 





R. 8842, see R. 2354. 
R. 8846 +Rm. II, 316 
K. 8848 
R. 8944, see R. 2109. 












R. 9351, seeK. 5133. 
R. 9364, see R. 6029. 


























































































































































































9405+ R. 10534 
9406 






































10509, see R. 2574. 







10916 + R. 12029 
11035 (see also R. 7663) 
11048 ... 






















































































































































R. 11225 ... 
R. 11228 
R 11233 + R. 11375. 
R 11235 
R- "337 




R. 11399, see R. 4213. 
R. 11401 ... 
R. 11409 ... 
R. 11410, see R. 4233. 
R. 11424 ... 
R "543 
R- "555 
R. 11576, see R. 4661. 
R. 11629, see R. 4813. 
R- "773 
R. 11809, see R. 9213. 
R. 11826 
R. 11903 ... 
R. 11926 ... 
R. 11928 
R. 11962 ... 
R. i2oooaa, see R. 4626. 
R. i2ooo5 ... 
R. i2ooo55 




K. 120000, see R. 5187. 
R. 12021 ... 
K. 12022 ... 
R. 12026+ R. 14106 
R. 12027 ... 
K. 12029, see R. 10916. 
K. 12030, see R. 5079. 
R. 12032 ... 
R. 12040, see R. 8475. 
R. 12056 
R. 12130 ... 
R. 12471 ... 
R.12546 
R. 12631 ... 
R. 12648 ... 
R. 12650 ... 




R. 12832, see K. 2597. 
K. 12846 ... 
R. 12851 
R 12889 
R. 12907 ... 
R. 12921 ... 
R. 13311, see R. 4863. 
R I3491 
K. 13536 ... 
































































































































R. 13600 ... 
R. 13602 ... 
R. 13603 ... 
R. 13606 
R. 13607 ... 
R. 13608, see K. 2022. 
R. 13610, see R. 2022. 
R. 13612 ... 
R. 13613 
R. 13614 ... 
K. 13615 ... 
R. 13618 
K. 13620 ... 













R. 13689, see R. 2109, 
R. 13690 ... 
R 13691 
R. 13692, see R. 4325. 
R- 13695 
K. 13697 








R. 13966, see K. 3671. 
R. 13998, see R. 6973. 
R. 14030 ... 
R. 14042 ... 
R. 14046 ... 
R. 14047 





R. 14060 ... 







R. 14100, see R. 11191. 
R. 14104 
R. 14106, see R. 12026. 
R. 14108 
K. 141" ••• 
R. 14116 
































































































































R. 14136, see R. 4566. 
R 14137 
R. 14148 + Sm. 1617 
R 14157 
R. 14174 ... 
R. 14176 ... 
R. 14219 ... 
R 14332 
R- I4351 
K. 14354, see K. 3906. 
R. 14356, see R. 4118. 
R- J439S 
R- I4396 
R. 14422 ... 








R. 14941 ... 






Sm. 7, see R. 4403. 
Sm. 8 + Sm. 1297 ... 
Sm. 12 
Sm. 14 
Sm. 17, see R. 262. 
Sm. 23 + Rm. II, 39 
Sm. 24, see R. 207. 
Sm. 32a 
Sm. 50, see R. 4218a. 
Sm. 53 
Sm. 54 
Sm. 60 + 81-2-4, 265 
Sm. 69 
Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078 
Sm. 107 
Sm. 115 
Sm. 173 ... 
Sm. 187+Sm. 1902 
Sm. 190 






























































































































































Sm. 924 + 81-2-4, 215 
Sm. 950 
Sm. 995 
Sm. 1051 ... 
Sm. iooi + Sm. 1208+ Sm. 1943 
Sm. 1078, see Sm. 78. 
Sm. 1086 ... 
Sm. 1140 ... 
Sm. 1145, see R. 4865. 
Sm. 1208, see Sm. 1061. 
Sm. 1297, see Sm. 8. 
Sm. 1300 ... 
Sm. 1316 ... 
Sm. 1321 ... 
Sm. 1328 ... 
Sm. 1351, see R. 9667. 
Sm. 1412 ... 
Sm. 1425, see K. 2507. 
Sm. 1438, see R. 8202. 
Sm. 1447 ... 
Sm. 1448 ... 
Sm. 1490 ... 
Sm. 1520 ... 
Sm. 1558 
Sm. 1600 ... 
Sm. 1614 ... 
Sm. 1617, see R. 14148. 
Sm. 1658 
Sm. 1702, see K 4190. 
Sm. 1744 ... 




Sm. 1899, see R. 2432. 
Sm. 1902, see Sm. 187. 
Sm. 1920 ... 
Sm. 1943, see Sm. 1061. 
Sm. 1958 
Sm. 2052 ... 
Sm. 2118, see R. 3401. 
D. T. 1 
D. T. 7, see R. 2528. 
D. T. 9, see R. 4230. 
D.T. 16 
D.T. 38 « 
D. T. 40 
D.T. 41 
D. T. 43, see R. 3456. 
D.T. 44 
•D.T. 58 
D.T. 59 , 
D. T. 105 
D. T. in 
D.T. 115 
D. T. 136 
D. T. 150, see K. 4905. 
D. T. 240 
D. T. 271 
D. T. 287, see R. 4632. 





































































































































































































































































































-19, 178 ... 
R. 207. 
Sm. 23. 
























































































































Registration Number. Part. 
Rm. II, 204 
Rm. II, 238 
Rm. II, 264, see Rm. II, 156. 
Rm. II, 289 
Rm. II, 316, see R. 8846. 
Rm. II, 339 
Rm. II, 412 
Rm. II, 414 
Rm. II, 429 
Rm. II, 466 
Rm. II, 479 
Rm. II, 497 
Rm. II, 555 
Rm. II, 586 



























79-7-8, 294, see R. 4340. 
79-7-8, 295 
















81-2-4, 194, see R. 2453. 














































































































































81-7-27,49 + 81-7-27,50 
81-7-27, 5°, see 81-7-27, 49. 
81-7-27, 51, see R. 4349a-


















82-5-22, 1048 (93014) 
82-5-22, 1777 
82-7-14,402(93015) 
A. H. 82-8-16, 1 
A. H. 82-9-18, 1403 (61429) 
A H . 82-9-18, 3737 (93016) .. 
(A.H. 82-9-18, 5448)+A.H. 83-
1-18, 2116 ... 
83-1-18,411 
83-1-18, 433 
83-1-18, 441, see R. 4206. 
83-1-18, 769, see R. 3152. 
A. H. 83-1-18, 1868 (76498) .. 
A. H. 83-1-18, 2116, see (A.H. 
82-9-18, 5448). 
88-4-19, 13 (93017) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 3(78174) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 5 (78176) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 6 (92503) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 7 (92504) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 10 (78178) 
Bu. 88-5-12, n (78179) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 12 (92506).., 
Bu. 88-5-12, 14 (78181) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 19 (78186) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 26 (78191) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 33 (78197) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 38 (78201) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 39 (78202) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 42 (78204)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 43 (92511)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 49 (92516)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 51 (92518)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 53 (78207)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 55 (78208)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 60 (92522)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 61 (78210)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, no (78255) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 135 (92523) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 155 (92528) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 158 (92530) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 159 (92531) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 160 (78295) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 163 (78298) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 169 (78304) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 175 (92533) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 180 (78311) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 182 (78313) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 183 (78314) 



























































































































Bu. 88-5-12, 185 (92536) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 186 (92537) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 188 (78317) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 189 (78318) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 192 (78321) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 193 (78322) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 194 (92538) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 195 (78323) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 199 (78327) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 200 (78328) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 201 (78329) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 207 (78332) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 212 (78334) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 214 (92545) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 216 (92546) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 217 (78335) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 218 (78336) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 219 (78337) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 220 (78338) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 223 (78340) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 225 (78342) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 227 (92549) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 238 (78352) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 244 (92552) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 247 (78360) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 256 (78368) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 265 (78374) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 267 (78376) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 269 (92555) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 274(92556) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 275 (78382) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 278 (78385) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 280 (78387) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 282 (78388) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 285 (92559) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 287 (78391) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 291 (92561) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 294 (78395) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 295 (78396) 
Bu. 88-5-12,, 309 (78408) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 311 (78410) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 313 (78412) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 314(78413) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 318 (78417) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 323 (78422) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 324(78423) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 327 (78426) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 329 (78428) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 332 (92566) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 333 (78430) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 336 (78433) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 339 (78436) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 341 (78438) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 342 (78439) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 345 (78441) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 504 (78593) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 505 (78594) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 507 (78596) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 509 (78598) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 514(78603) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 522 (78611) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 532 (78621) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 533 (78622) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 535 (78624) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 549 (78638) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 554(78643) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 556 (78645) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 557 (78646) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 560 (78649) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 564(78653) 


















































































































































Bu. 88-5-12, 580 (78669) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 581 (78670) 
Bu. 88-5-. 2, 585(78674) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 586 (78675) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 587 (78676) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 591 (78680) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 593 (78682) 
611.88-5-12,598(78687) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 601 (78690) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 602 (78691) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 603 (78692) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 604 (78693) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 607 (78696) ...i 
Bu. 88-5-12, 608 (78697) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 609 (78698) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 616 (92574) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 617 (78705) ..J 
Bu. 88-5-12, 618 (78706) ...': 
Bu. 88-5-12, 619 (78707) ...' 
Bu. 88-5-12, 621 (78709) ...! 
Bu. 88-5-12, 623 (78711) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 624 (78712) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 626 (78714) 
Bu, 88-5-12, 627 (78715) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 635 (78723) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 636 (78724) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 637 (78725) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 638 (78726) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 639 (78727) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 640 (78728) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 641 (78729) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 642 (78730) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 643 (78731) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 645 (92575) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 655 (78737) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 673 (92576) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 675 (78755) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 677 (92577) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 679 (78757) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 681 (78759) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 685 (92579) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 687 (78761) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 689 (78763) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 693 (92580) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 697 (78769) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 699 (78771) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 701 (78773) 
Bu. 88-2-12, 705 (92582) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 711 (92583) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 713 (92584) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 715 (78779) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 717(78781) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 719 (92585) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 721 (92586) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 725 (92588) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 731 (78787) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 769 (92593) 
Bu. 89-4-26, 48 ... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 77 ... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 112 ... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 115... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 165 ... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 168 ... 
Bu. 89-4-26, 238 (92668) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 153 
Bu. 91-5-9, 159 
Bu. 91-5-9, 221 
Bu. 91-5-9, 267 (80154) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 269 (92608V.. 
Bu. 91-5-9, 270 (80156) 



































































































































































































































-5-9, 3° 1 



























































































































































































































































































































































•5-9, 44i (80305). 
-5-9, 442 (80306). 
-5-9, 446 (80310). 
-5-9, 447 (80311). 
•5-9, 448 (80312)., 
-5-9, 452 (80315).. 
-5-9, 460 (80323).. 
-5-9, 467 (80330).. 
-5-9, 468 (80331).. 
-5-9, 47i (80334)-• 
-5-9, 473 (80336).. 
-5-9, 475 (80338)-• 
-5-9, 476 (92627).. 
-5-9, 483 (80345)-• 
-5-9, 486 (80348).. 
-5-9, 487 (80349) . 
-5-9, 49° (80352).. 
-5-9, 493 (80355).. 
-5-9, 494 (80356).. 
-5-9, 496 (80358).. 
-5-9, 5°3 (92628).. 
-5-9, 509 (80370).. 
-5-9, 5 " (80372).. 
-5-9, 534 (80395).. 
"5-9, 544 (80405).. 
-5-9, 545 (80406).. 
-5-9, 558 (80419).. 
-5-9, 565 (80426).. 
-5-9, 569 (80430).. 
-5-9, 579ffl (80440) 
-5-9, 585 (80448).. 
-5-9, 586 (80449).. 
-5-9, 587 (80450).. 
-5-9, 588 (80451).. 
-5-9, 589 (80452).. 
-5-9, 59° (80453)-' 
-5-9, 596 (80459).. 
-5-9, 604 (80467).. 
-5-9, 605 (80468).. 
-5-9, 611 (80473).. 
-5-9, 650 (80512).. 
-5-9, 654 (80516).. 
-5-9, 684 (80546).. 
-5-9, 685 (80547).. 
-5-9, 686 (80548).. 
-5-9, 687 (80549).. 
-5-9, 688 (80550).. 
-5-9, 690 (80552).. 
-5-9, 69J (80553).. 
•5-9, 7oi (80563).. 
•5-9, 704 (80567).. 
5-9, 705 (92630).. 
•5-9, 7°7 (80569).., 
•5-9, 709 (80571)... 
•5-9, 712 (92631).., 
•5-9, 729 (80591)... 
•5-9, 733 (80595)... 
5-9, 734 (80596)... 
•5-9, 736 (80598)... 
-5-9, 747 (80609)... 
•5-9, 753 (80615)... 
5-9, 755 (80617)... 
5-9, 764 (80626)... 
5-9, 766 (80628V.. 
•5-9, 768 (80630)... 
5-9, 77i (80633)... 
-5-9, 773 (80635)... 
Bu. 91-5-9, 784 (80646). 
Bu. 91-5 86






















































































































































































































91-5-9, 797 (80659)... 
91-5-9, 813 (80675)... 
91-5-9, 818 (80680)... 
91-5-9, 824 (80686)... 
9!-5-9, 831 (80693)... 
91-5-9, 838 (80700)... 
91-5-9, 841 (80703)... 
91-5-9, 846 (80708)... 
91-5-9, 851 (80713)... 
91-5-9, 858 (80720)... 
91-5-9, 859 (80721)... 
91-5-9, 863 (80725)... 
91-5-9, 867 (80729)... 
9i-5-9,877 (80739)... 
91-5-9, 938 (92633)... 
91-5-9, 976 (80837)... 
9IS-9, I0i6 (80877) 
91-5-9, 1020 (80880) 
91~5-9, IQ24 (80884) 
91-5-9, 1031 (80891) 


























91—5-9, 2192 (92642) 
9I"5-9, 2193 (92643) 
9!-5-9, 2194 (82058) 
9J-5-9, 2195 (82059) 





9x-5-9> 2421 (92645) 
9!-5-9, 2425 (82370) 





91-5-9, 2462 (82414) 
9J-5-9, 2463 (92656) 
91-5-9, 2464 (82416) 
9I-5-9> 2465 (82418) 
91-5-9, 2467 (82422) 
9*-5-9, 2470 (92658) 
9x-5-9, 2473 (82428) 
















































































































































































Bu. 91-5-9, 2480 (82438) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2484 (82446) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2485 (92659) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2486 (82448) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2489 (82454) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2490 (82456) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2492 (82460) 
Bu. 91-5—9, 2498 (92660) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2499 (82472) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2502 (92661) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2503 (92662) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2504 (82479) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2512 (92675) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2514 (82496) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2516 (82500) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2518 (92663) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2519 (92664) 
Bu. 91-5-9, 2524 (82512) 
Bu. 19-5-9, 2527 (82518) 
94-10-15,3(17743) 
94-10-15,4(17744) 
94-10-15, 5 (17745) 
94-10-16, 2 (18039) 
94-10-16, 3 (18040) 
94-10-16, 4 (18041) 
94-10-16, 5 (18042) 
94-10-16, 9 (18046) 
94-10-16,10(18047) 
94-10-16, 11 (18048) 
94-10-16, 12 (18049) 
94-10-16, 13 (18050) ... 
94-10-16, 14(18051) 
94-10-16, 15 (18052) ... 
94-10-16, 16 (18053) ... 
94-10-16, 17 (18054) ... 
94-10-16, 18 (18055) ... 
94-10-16, 19 (18056) 
94-10-16, 20 (18057; 
94-10-16, 25 (18062) 
94-10-16, 26 (18063) 
94-10-16, 42 (18079) 
94-10-16, 43 (18080) 
94-10-16, 59 (18096) ... 
94-10-19, 1 (12230) 
95-10-12, 8 (19030) 
95-10-12, 20 (19042) 
95-12-14, 1 (12389) 
96-3-28, 1 (12910) 
96-3-28, 2 (12911) 
96-3-3°, 25, see 21350. 
96-4-4, 1 (21890) 
96-4-4, 2 (21891) 
96-4-4, 3 (21892) 
96-4-4,4(21893) 
96-4-10, 1 (15275) 
96-4-10, 3 (15277^ 
96-4-10,4(15278) 
96-6-12, 1 (15781) 
96-6-12, 2 (15782) 
96-6-12,3(15783) 

























































































































































Registration Number Part. Plates. Registration Number. Part. Plates. 
12218 







12389 (95-12-14, 1) 
12910 (96-3-28, 1) 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































18041 (94-10-16, 4) 
18042 (94-10-16, 5) 
18046 (94-10-16, 9) 
18047 (94-10-16, 10) 
18048 (94-10-16, n ) 
18049 (94-10-16, 12) 
18050 (94-10-16, 13) 
18051 (94-10-16, 14) 
18052 (94-10-16, 15) 
18053 (94-10-16, 16) 
18054 (94-10-16, 17) 
*8o55 (94-10-16, 18) 
18056 (94-10-16, 19) 
18057 (94-10-16, 20) 
18062 (94-10-16, 25) 
18063 (94-10-16, 26) 
18079 (94-10-16, 42) 
18080 (94-10-16, 43) 











































































































































































































































21890 (96-4-4, 1) 
21891 (96-4-4, 2) 
21892 (96-4-4, 3) 
21893 (96-4-4, 4) 























































































































































































29261 + 29335 












































































..[ XV . 
..1 XV 
J XV 
.. XXI . 
J XXI . 
.) XXI . 
J XXI . 
J XXI . 




































-, *, 2 
.: 23 
.' 26, 27 




. 10, 11 • 















-! 26, 27 
• 7-9 
•' *2, 13 
', I9 
• *5, *6 
. 11, 12 
. 8 













• 9, *° 
•. 3° 
. 28 
. 19, 20 
• *5 
• 2, 3 
11 
J 20 









• 35, 36 
• 3 






















35o56 + 35*9* +35*93 
35191, see 35056. 

















36991 + 37268 





































































































































































































46291 + 46358 






46358, see 46291. 
46374, see 46296. 
46382 
46407 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































68840 + 68842 
68841 + 68843 + 68845 
68842, see 68840. 
68843, see 68841. 








































78174 (Bu. 88-5-12, 3) 
78176 (Bu. 88-5-12, 5) 




















































































































































































































Bu. 88-5-12, n)... 
Bu. 88-5-12, 14).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 19).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 26).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 33).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 38).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 39).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 42).. 
Bu. 88-5-12,53).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, 55).. 
Bu. 88-5-12,61).. 
Bu. 88-5-12, no) 
J3u. 88-5-12, 160) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 163) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 169) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 180) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 182) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 183) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 184) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 188) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 189) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 192) 
vBu. 88-5-12, 193) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 195) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 199) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 200) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 201) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 207) 
'Bu. 88-5-12, 212) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 217) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 218) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 219) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 220) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 223) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 225) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 238) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 247) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 256) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 265) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 267) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 275) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 278) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 280) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 282) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 287) 
vBu. 88-5-12, 294) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 295) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 309) 
(Bu. 88-5-12, 311) 
vBu. 88-5-12, 313) 
kBu. 88-5-12, 314) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 318) 
kBu. 88-5-12, 323) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 324) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 327) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 329) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 333) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 336) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 339) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 341) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 342) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 345) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 504) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 505) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 507) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 509) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 514) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 522) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 532) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 533) 
Bu. 88-5-12, 535) 
Part. 
. IV 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. II 
















. VIII ... 
. IV 
. VIII ... 








. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. IV 
. IV 
. VIII ... 
. IV 
. IV 


































































































































































































































































































































































































... VIII .. 
... IV 
... IV 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 
... XXII .. 



























































































































































































































































































. VIII .. 
. VI 
. VIII .. 
. VIII .. 
. VIII .. 




. VIII .. 
. VI 
.VI 
, VIII ... 
. II 
. II 







. VIII ... 
. VI 
. VI 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 

















. VIII ... 
. IV 
. VIII ... 
. VI 
. VIII ... 
. VI 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VI 
. VIII ... 
. VI 
. IV 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII- ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VIII .. 











































































Registration Number. Part. 
80405 (Bu. 91-
80406 (Bu. 91 
S0419 (Bu. 91 
80426 (Bu. 91 
80430 (Bu. 91 












80516 (Bu. 91 
80546 (Bu. 91 
80547 (Bu. 91 
80548 (Bu. 91 
80549 (Bu. 91 
80550 (Bu. 91 
80552 (Bu. 91 
80553 (Bu. 91 
80563 (Bu. 91 
80567 (Bu. 91 
80569 (Bu. 91 
80571 (Bu. 91 
80591 (Bu. 91 
8o595 (Bu. 91 
80596 (Bu. 91 
80598 (Bu. 91 
80609 (Bu. 91 









80617 (Bu. 91 
80626 (Bu. 91 
80628 (Bu. 91 
80630 (Bu. 91 
80633 (Bu. 91 
80635 (Bu. 91 








































































































































































































































































































81066 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82040 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82042 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82044 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82046 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82047 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82048 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82051 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82052 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82053 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82054 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82057 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82058 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82059 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82227 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82232 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82269 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82280 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82370 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82408 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82410 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82414 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82416 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82418 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82422 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82428 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82430 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82435 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82438 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82446 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82448 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82454 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82456 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82460 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82472 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82479 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82496 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82500 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
82512 (Bu. 91-5-9, 
























84960, see 84936. 
84963 
84965 
84966, see 64184. 
84969 
84970 




































































































































































































































































; XXII .. 
! ix 
: IX 






























: XXI .. 
! XXI .. 
XXI .. 
> XXI .. 



































































































92503 (Bu. 88-5-12, 6) ... 
92504 (Bu. 88-5-12, 7) 
92506 (Bu. 88-5-12, 12)... 
92511 (Bu. 88-5-12, 43) 
92516 (Bu. 88-5-12, 49) 
92518 (Bu. 88-5-12, 51) 
92522 (Bu. 88-5-12, 60)... 
92523 (Bu. 88-5-12, 135) 
92528 (Bu. 88-5-12, 155) 
92530 (Bu. 88-5-12, 158) 
92531 (Bu. 88-5-12, 159) 
92533 (Bu. 88-5-12, 175) 
92536 (Bu. 88-5-12, 185) 
92537 (Bu. 88-5-12, 186) 
92538 (Bu. 88-5-12, 194) 
92545 (Bu. 88-5-12, 214) 
92546 (Bu. 88-5-12, 216) 
92549 (Bu. 88-5-12, 227) 
92552 (Bu. 88-5-12, 244) 
92555 (Bu. 88-5-12, 269) 
92556 (Bu. 88-5-12, 274) 
92559 (Bu. 88-5-12, 285) 
92561 (Bu. 88-5-12, 291) 
92566 (Bu. 88-5-12, 332) 
92574 (Bu. 88-5-12, 616) 
92575 (Bu. 88-5-12, 645) 
92576 (Bu. 88-5-12, 673) 
92577 (Bu. 88-5-12, 677) 
92579 (Bu. 88-5-12, 685) 
92580 (Bu. 88-5-12, 693) 
92582 (Bu. 88-5-12, 705) 
92583 (Bu. 88-5-12, 711) 
92584 (Bu. 88-5-12, 713) 
92585 (Bu. 88-5-12, 719) 
92586 (Bu. 88-5-12, 721) 
92588 (Bu. 88-5-12, 725) 
92593 (Bu. 88-5-12, 769) 
92608 (Bu. 91-5-9, 269) ... 
92611 (Bu. 91-5-9, 285) ... 
92614 (Bu. 91-5-9, 3*7) 
92615 (Bu. 91-5-9, 3*8) 
92616 (Bu. 91-5-9, 33*) 
92617 (Bu. 91-5-9, 332) 
92618 (Bu. 91-5-9, 338) 
92619 (Bu. 91-5-9, 351) 
92621 (Bu. 91-5-9, 362) 
92622 (Bu. 91-5-9, 367) ... 
92623 (Bu. 91-5-9, 377) 
92624 (Bu. 91-5-9, 387) 
92627 (Bu. 91-5-9, 476) 
92628 (Bu. 91-5-9, 503) 
92630 (Bu. 91-5-9, 705) 
92631(611.91-5-9,712) 
92633 (Bu. 91-5-9, 938) 
92634 (Bu. 91-5-9, 1081) 
92636 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2172a) 
92637 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2173) 
92638 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2174a) 
92639 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2.176a) 
92640 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2177a) 
92641 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2191) 
92642 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2192) 
92643 (Bu. 9T-5-9, 2193) 
92644 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2196) 
92645 (Bu. 9 r-5-9, 2421) 
92649 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2439«) 
92655 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2455) 
92656 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2463^ 
92658 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2470) 
92659 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2485) 
Part. 
. XXI ... 
. IV 
. IV 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 
. IV 
. II 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 
. II 
. VIII ... 
V J VIII ... 
. IV 
. VIII ... 








. VIII ... 
. IV 
















. VIII ... 










. VIII ... 





. VIII ... 
. VIII ... 
. VITI ... 
. VI 
. VIII ... 














































































92660 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2498) 
92661 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2502) 
92662 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2503) 
92663 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2518) 
92664 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2519) 
92667 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2444a) 
92668 (Bu. 89-4-26, 238) 
92672 (Bu. 91-5-9, 324) 
92673 (Bu. 91-5-9, 399) 
92675 (Bu. 91-5-9, 2512) 





92702 (Bu. 91-5-9, 284) 
92987 
93014 (82-5-22, 1048) 
93015 
93016 (82-9-18, 3737) 




























































. IO, II 
• 8,9 
• *-3 




• *4, *5 
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HARRISON AND SONS, 
PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HIS MAJESTY, 







Part X X V of " Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, etc.," contains 
texts from ninety-three tablets and fragments from the Kouyunjik Collections, the 
greater number of which are here published for the first time. 
The texts form a continuation of those published in Part XXIV, and represent 
portions of the great native explanatory work on the gods of Babylonia and of 
compilations of a similar character. O n e of the tablets belongs to the Series known 
to the Assyrians under the title " A n : (ilu) A-nu-um," though the portion of the 
colophon which indicated its place in the Series has not been preserved. Others 
probably represent parts of the Series that are missing from the Great God List 
and from the separate Tablets of the Series that have been recovered ; but they 
afford no means for distinguishing them from works of a like character, copies of 
which the later Assyrian scribes incorporated in Ashur-bani-pal's Library. 
Many of the lists are furnished with glosses by which the scribes have indicated 
the correct pronounciation of the names, or the exact meaning of the explanatory 
text, when this was doubtful or capable of more than one interpretation. M a n y of 
the glosses are of considerable interest, as they afford information with regard to the 
values of Sumerian and Babylonian characters, or supply fresh evidence for values 
already known or conjectured. O n e group of tablets supplies a further instalment 
of lists in which separate titles are associated with different aspects or personalities 
of the same deity. 
The descriptions of the texts and the eopies are the work of Mr. L. W. King, 
M.A., F.S.A., Assistant in the Department. 
E. A. W A L L I S B U D G E , 
Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, 
British Museum. 
March 15th, 1909. 
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K. 170 .. 
K. 204 
K. 215+ K. 2105 
K. 266 .. 
K. 1367 .. 
K. 1451 .. 
K. 2098 .. 
K. 2100 .. 
K. 2103+ K. 7636 
K. 2105, see K. 215. 
K. 2108 








K. 2597 + K. 2944 + 
K. 12832 +D.T. 355 
K. 2845 ••• 
K. 2944, see K. 2597 
K. 4144 . 
K. 4209 . 
K. 4210 . 
K. 4338a, see pi. 7 
K. 4339 ... 
K. 4343 ... 
































K. 4366 48 
K. 4SS9 42 
K-- 6037 23 
K. 7620 ... ... ... 24 
K. 7636, see K. 2103. 
K- 7643 39 
K. 7648 3* 
K- 7649 44 
K. 7650 44 
K. 7651 41 
K. 7652 ... ... ... 40 
K. 7653 46 
K. 7657 32 
K- 7658 46 
K. 7659 28 
K. 7662 7 
K. 7663 + K. 11035 ... 7 
K. 7686 46 
K. 7688 32 
K. 7722 ... ... ... 46 
K. 8219 ... ... ... 24 
K. 8222 ... ... ... 47 
K- 8223 45 
K. 8308 27 
K. 8944, see K. 2109. 
K. 11035, see K. 7663. 
K-u*97 38 
K. 11928 ... ... ... 38 
K. 12786 46 
K. 12832, see K. 2597. 




K. 13671 ... 





K. 13689, see K. 2109. 
K. 13703... 
K. 13706 ... 
K. 14176 ... 
Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078 
Sm. 115 ... 
Sm. 173 ... 
Sm. 849 ... 




D.T. 355, see K. 2597. 
Rm. 483 ... 
Rm. 610 ... 
Rm. II, 32 
Rm. II, 289 
79-7-8, 164 
80-7-19, 131 
81-7-27, 54, see K. 4349̂ ' 
82-3-23, 5217 
82-5-22, 573 
Bu. 89-4-26, 77 
Bu. 89-4-26, 115 
Bu. 91-5-9, 153 































D E S C R I P T I O N O F P L A T E S . 
PLATE. 
I. Explanatory Lists of Gods: Tablet of the Series A n : (ilu) A-nu-um" 
(K. 2597 + K. 2944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 355). That K. 2597, etc., represents a tablet 
of the Series " A n : (ilu) A-nu-um" is proved by the remains of its colophon, in 
which are preserved traces of the title though not of its number in the Series (see 
pi. 6, Col. IV, 1. 33). The fragment K. 4349/ (see Part XXIV, pi. 49), is a 
duplicate of the Obv., Col. I, 11. 10 ff.; its text is closely packed, and two lines 
are generally compressed to form a single line of the text as arranged upon 
K. 2597, etc. It gives no variants of interest, but, from 11. 8 ff., we may restore 
the text of K. 2597, etc., Col. I, 11. 20 ff. The glosses which occur upon the 
tablet usually give the pronunciation of the titles or of separate syllables in them ; 
exceptions occur in Obv., Col. II, 1. 34, pi. 2, and Rev., Col. Ill, 11. 4, 23, 28, pi. 4 f., 
where the explanations themselves are glossed. The long series of titles 
identified with the goddess Ninkarrak is of interest (see Col. II, 11. 37 ff., pi. 2 f.); 
it will be seen that among the titles ascribed to her is that of GA-GA, pronounced 
Kaka, as noted in Tablet I of the Series, K. 4340 + 79-7-8, 294, Obv., Col. I, 
1. 31 (see Part X X I V , p. 12, pi. 1). In other titles the rendering of NIN by e, in 
place of its usual value ni or nin, is noteworthy, as in Eniggudra, Etuniglalla-
shudu, etc. (Obv., Col. II, 11. 42 ff., pi. 3; cf. also 11. 50 ff., 61 ff., and Col. III., 
1. 3, p!-4) 1-6 
II. Explanatory Lists of Gods: Tablets of Extracts from the Series 
" An : {ihi) A-nu-um" etc. (K. 7663 + K. 11035 an(1 K. 7662; K. 13665 + 
K. 14176; K. 4349/£ + 81-7-27, 54). The tablet K. 7663, etc., is a duplicate of 
the Tablet of Extracts, K. 4338^ (Part X X I V , pi. 19), Obv., Col. I, 11. 2-9, and 
of Col. II ; the fragment K. 11035 (previously published in Part X X I V , pi. 9), 
which has since been joined to K. 7663, is here partly republished to complete 
the lines of the new fragment. With it may be classed the tablet K. 7662, which 
contains several titles occurring in the first column of Tablet I of the Series ; with 
11. 4 ff. cf. K. 4340 + 79-7-8, 294, Obv., Col. I, 11. 6, 9, 13 f., 17, 21, 23 (Part 
X X I V , pi. 1). The two fragments K. 13665 and K. 14176 are not tablets of 
extracts from the Series A n : (ilu) A-nu-um," and their inclusion on this plate 
was dictated by questions of space. The former belongs to section VI, under 
which it is described (see p. 8); the latter, hitherto regarded as a list of the 
names of gods, is part of a list of sacred ships; its text is a duplicate of 
K. 433812 + K. 4358,3, Rev., Col. V, 11. 23-32, which forms Tablet IV of the 
series of explanatory texts entitled " Har-ra : hu-bul-lum." The tablet K. 4349 
+ 81-7-27, 54 (pi. 8), is evidently part of a large tablet similar to the Great 
God List, and is probably inscribed with part of the text of the Series A n : 
(ilu) A-nn-um." The obverse is chiefly concerned with synonyms of Ninib and 
Gula, separated by a section devoted to Ereshkigal or Allatu, and her consort 
Gugalanna and other deities of the Lower World ; with Obv., 1. 8 f., cf. K. 2597 + 
K. 2944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 35s, Rev., Col. Ill, 11. 24, 28 (pi. 4 f.) 7-8 
PLATE. 
III. Explanatory Lists of Gods: Texts in double columns, similar to 
the Series "An : (ilu) A-nu-um," with glosses (K. 4339, Bu. 89-4-26, 115, 
K. 2100, K. 215 + K. 2105, Sm. 1447, D.T. 115, Rm. II, 32, K. 266, K. 6037, 
K. 8219, K. 7620, K. 4343, K. 4144, K. 4365, K. 2117, K. 8308, K. 7659, 
Bu. 89-4-26, 77, K. 2115, K. 2103 + K. 7636, Rm. II, 289, K. 13675, K. 1367, 
K. 2109 + K. 8944 + K. 13689, K. 2845, K. 7648, K. 2124, K. 7688, K. 7657, 
K. 13666, K. 4209, K. 13674). The texts published in this section are very 
similar, both in contents and arrangement, to the tablets of the Series A N : 
(ilu) A-nu-um" In some passages the titles are arranged in practically the 
same order as in the Series; for instance, with the Great God List, K. 4349, Obv., 
Col. IV, 11. 116 ff. (Part XXIV, pi. 32), compare K. 215 + K. 2105, Rev., 11. 3 ff. 
(see below pi. 20), or with K. 4349, Rev., Col. XI, 11. 75 ff., 80 f., compare 
K. 2109 + K. 8944 + K. 13689, Rev., Col. I, 11. 15 ff., 21 f. It is very probable 
that some of the tablets and fragments are inscribed with parts of the text of the 
Series that are not represented in the numbered and labelled tablets of the Series 
that have been recovered. It may be noted that several tablets contain duplicate 
texts which restore or supplement each other; thus, with K. 4339, Obv., Col. II, 
11. 5-28 (pi. 10 f.), compare the duplicate, Bu. 89-4-26, 115, Obv., 11. 5-9, Eev., 
11. 1-18 (pi. 15); with K. 215 + 2105, Obv., 11. 8 ff., Rev., 11. i8£ ff. (pi. 19 f.) 
compare the duplicate Rm. II, 32, Obv., 11. 1 ff, Rev. 11. 1 ff. (pi. 21); and with 
Obv., 11. 16 ff, and Rev. 11. 18b ff, compare the similar passages in Sm. 1447, Obv., 
11. 2 ff, (pi. 19), and D.T. 115, Rev., 11. 5 ff. (pi. 20); with K. 266, Obv., Col. II, 
11. 34-44 (pi. 22) compare the duplicate K. 6037 (pi. 23); or with K. 8219, Col. II, 
11. 1 ff, compare the duplicate K. 7620, 11. 9 ff. (pi. 24). The names are usually 
arranged in the lists by grouping together the titles ascribed to the same deity or 
in accordance with some association of ideas; an apparent exception in K. 266, 
Obv., Col. II, 11. 32 ff, 35 ff. (pi. 22), and its duplicate K. 6037, 11. 1 ff. (pi. 23), 
where, for a few lines together, we meet with what at first sight appears to be a 
system of classification by the initial characters of the names, is probably 
fortuitous. In one tablet (K. 4339, Rev., Col. IV, 11. 1-10, pi. 13) an astrologicaL 
section is inserted in the text, ten astrological titles being explained in two 
groups in relation to the planet Mercury and the god Ninib, the last-named being 
the Eagle of Zamama, the star whose symbol is of frequent occurrence on the 
Boundary Stones. Another section, which forms a contrast to the usual arrange-
ment of the text, occurs in the same tablet, Obv., Col. II, 11. I-10 (pi. 10); this 
passage is devoted to the various attributes of a goddess, enumerated as lines of 
a composition running into metrical form; in the duplicate, Bu. 89-4-26, 115, 
Obv., Col. II (pi. 15), it will be noted that the earlier part of the column gives. 
a variant text of the same general character. The transition between the two 
forms of explanatory texts, which occur in the Series " A n : (ilu) A-nu-um" and 
are arranged in two and three parallel columns respectively, is well illustrated in 
pi. 9 ff. Thus in pi. 11, 11. 11 ff, we have various titles explained as equivalents 
of the god Ninib under different personalities or aspects of his character. 
Similarly in pi. 9, 11. 12 ff, and in pi. 10, 11. 34 ff, different functions or aspects of 
the goddesses Aa and Shala are associated with divine names explained as their 
equivalents ; though different in form, these passages are essentially similar to 
the eleventh column of the Great God List (Part XXIV, pi. 39 ff). It is 
interesting to note that the first and most important title of each goddess (pi. 9, 
1. 12 f., and pi. 10, I. 34, f.) is explained as the one she bore in her character as the 
bride of Shazu, or Marduk, suggesting the Babylonian origin of the compilation. 
As in the principal Series, summaries are occasionally appended to sections 
referring to separate deities (cf. e.g., pi. 9, 1. 11, pi. 10, 1. 33, pi. 31, 1. 22). A 
further resemblance may be seen in the notes attached to particular titles in the 
explanatory column to the effect that they were of foreign origin; thus we find 
various titles ascribed to Ninib or to Adad, the Weather-god, as those under 
which they were known and worshipped in Subartu, Elam, Syria, among the: 
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Kassites, etc. (see K. 4339, Obv., Col. II, 11. 35, 37, pi. 11, Rev., Col. Ill, 11. 1-5, 
pi. 12, K. 2100, Obv., Col. I, II. 16 ff, 40, pi. 16 f.; cf. also K. 2100, Rev., Col. II, 
11. 11 ff, pi. 18, K. 7620, 1. 9, pi. 24, Rm. 610, pi. 35, K. 29, pi. 36, K. 2108, pi. 37, 
etc.). In K. 4339, Rev., Col. IV, 11. 13 ff. (pi. 14), we have a series of divine 
titles explained as local titles of Enzu, the Moon-god in Nippur, Borsippa, and 
other places; in the text the second sign of the title read as En-zu is written like 
the sign for ur, er (alu), and if that reading be adopted, the titles must be taken 
as the names or subsidiary titles of the different city-gods. An interesting 
survival from early Babylonian and Sumerian times may be seen in the classifi-
cation of the name of Bur-Sin, the early king of Ur, as that of a god in K. 215 + 
K. 2105, Obv., 1. 17, pi. 19 (cf. also the duplicate Rm. II, 32, Obv., 1. 10, pi. 21, and 
the similar text Sm. 1447, Obv., 1. 3, pi. 19). This is clearly a result of the early 
Babylonian custom of deifying kings after death, and even during their life-time, 
which is met with as early as the dynasty of Akkad. It is not to be supposed 
that the scribe who compiled the list and identified Bur-Sin with one of the 
attendants or ministers of some greater god, probably the Moon-god of Ur, 
regarded the king as the lesser god's incarnation upon earth. It is far more 
probable that the name Bur-Sin suggested that of no early king to his mind, and 
had become a mere title of divinity compounded with the element Bur, like 
Burrazu, or Burrakhea, in the same column. To the early inhabitant of Ur the 
deified Bur-Sin retained his royal character and precedence: to the later scribe 
he had become an unimportant member in a divine body of attendants on the 
god of his native city. It may be added that many of the glosses occurring upon 
tablets in this section are also of considerable interest, but they cannot here be 
enumerated or discussed ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9-34 
IV. Explanatory Lists of Gods: Texts in double columns, similar to the 
Series " An : (ilu) A-nu-um,'' containing groups of names compounded 
WITH "LUGAL" AS THE INITIAL CHARACTER (Rm. 6lO, K. 29, K. 2108, Sm. 115, 
K. 11197, 82-5-22, 573, K. 11928, K. 7643, K. 2098, K. 2119). The first three 
tablets in this section, which are perhaps the most interesting of the group, are 
duplicates of one another. Thus in K. 29, Obv., Col. II, 11. 1-29 (pi. 35), 
correspond to Rm. 610, Obv., 11. 1-30 (pi. 35); in K. 29, Rev., Col. I, 11. 7-30 
(pi. 36), correspond to Rm. 610, Rev., 11. 1-24 (pi. 35); and in K. 2108, Obv., 
11. 1 ff. (pi. 37), correspond to K. 29, Rev., Col. I, 11. 3 ff. (pi. 36), and 11. 6 ff, 
correspond to Rm. 610, Rev., 11. 3 ff. (pi. 35). The texts included in this section 
have been grouped together for convenience, but it must not be supposed that 
the arrangement is fundamental or exhaustive. It is true that their compilers 
tended to group the " lugal "-titles together, but they did not isolate them, and 
they mixed them with names of other formations. It may also be noted that 
in other sections " lugal "-names, are scattered here and there (cf, e.g., K. 215 + 
K. 2105, Obv., 1. 1 f., pi. 19, Rev., 11. n ff, 19 ff, pi. 20; D.T. 115, Rev., 11. 5 ff, 
pi. 20; Bu. 89-4-26, 77, 1. 6, pi. 28, etc.) 35-39 
V. Explanatory Lists of Gods: Texts in double columns, similar to the 
Series "An-.(ilu) A-nu-um," without glosses (K. 204, K. 7652, 82-3-23, 
5217, K. 7651, K. 13682, K. 4559, K. 2114, K. 13706, Bu. 91-5-9, 153, K. 13672, 
K. 4210, Sm. 849, Sm. 1558, K. 7650, K. 7649, Bu. 9*-5-9, *59, K. 8223, 79-7-8, 
164, Sm. 173, K. 2121, K. 13678, K. 7686, Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078, K. 12786, K. 7653, 
80-7-19, 131, K. 7658, K. 13703, K. 7722). The absence of glosses from the 
texts in this section has furnished the principle on which they have been classified 
for publication, but the distinction is not, in itself, of fundamental importance. In 
fact, in the case of many of the fragments, it merely happens that the portion of 
the text preserved is without a gloss, though the tablet to which it belonged may 
have been well supplied with them. A classification by subject matter would 
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have yielded a different arrangement; for instance, the tablet K. 4210 (pi. 43) 
may be compared with the very similar text K. 4209 (pi. 33), since each contains 
a section devoted to synonyms of Ea (with K. 4209, Obv., Col. II, 1. 18 f., cf. 
also K. 4210, Col. II, 1. 13 f.) 40-46 
VI. Explanatory Lists of Gods, assigning separate titles to different 
personalities or aspects of the same deity (K. 8222, Rm. 483, K. 4366, 
K. 13665 ; cf. also K. 11966). Of these tablets, two (K. 8222, pi. 47, and K. 13665, 
published on pi. 7, see above, p. 5) clearly refer to Marduk, though his name is 
absent from the central column. The tablet K. 8222 is of peculiar interest, since 
several of the phrases in its explanatory column clearly refer to incidents in the 
Creation Epic. It is unfortunate that the left-hand column is wanting, since it 
might have furnished some of the Fifty Titles of Marduk which are at present 
wanting in the text of the Seventh Tablet of the Series Enuma dish. Such 
phrases as mu-tir gi-mil ab[e-su\ " the Avenger of his fathers " (1. 16, cf. also 1. 17), 
mu-nap-pis lib-\bi-su\ (1. 18, cf. Creat. Sen, Tabl. II, 1. no), sa a-bu (ilu) En-lil 
im-b[u- . . ] (1. 11) are strongly reminiscent of the Creation Epic, while the name 
in 1, 14 was explained as the equivalent of Bel mdtdti (cf. Creat. Ser., Tabl. VII, 
I. 116). The contents, though not the form, of the tablet may be compared with the 
explanatory list of Marduk's titles inscribed on the Obverse of K. 2107 + K. 6086 ; 
and the phraseology of the explanatory column differentiates it from the Marduk-
section in the eleventh column of the Great God List (see Part XXIV, p. 10, 
pi. 42, 11. 96 ff). The tablet K. 4366 and the Obverse of Rm. 483 contain lists of 
titles ascribed to Ea under his different aspects. K. 4366, and, to judge from its 
reverse, Rm. 483 also, are arranged in four columns, the second column containing 
the title to be explained, and the first column, in most cases, furnishing its 
pronunciation. Under this section may also be mentioned the fragment K. 11966, 
which contains traces of a list, arranged in three columns, of the titles of the god 
Nergal under different aspects; it is partly duplicate of the Great God List, 
K. 4349, Rev., Col. XI, 11. 68 ff. (Part XXIV, pi. 41) 47-48 
VII. Explanatory Lists of Gods, with explanations in fuller detail 
(K. 1451, K. 170). The length of the explanatory passages in these two texts 
has dictated the form of the tablets, which are very broad in comparison to their 
size. In K. 170, 11. 6 ff, is given a list of the numbers which were associated 
with the principal gods, and formed symbols of their names. K. 1451 is an 
Assyrian copy of an older original in Babylon (cf. pi. 49, Rev., 1. 9) ... ... 49-50 
EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES " A N : (ilu) A-nu-um." 
K. 8507 + K. 2044 + K. 12882 + D.T. 366, 
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1. With Col. I, 11 10 ff. compare the duplicate K. iSJ/9 F, 11. 1 ff. (Part XXIV, plate 49), 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES "AN: (ilu) A-nu-um.'' 
K. 2697 + K. 8944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 855, 
OBVERSE, COLUMN II (continued). 
PLATE 8. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES "AN: (ilu) A-nu-um'' 
K. 2597 + K. 8944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 356, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES " A N : (ilu) A-nu-um." 
K. 2597 + K. 2944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 355, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES "AN: (ilu) A-nu-um.'1 
K. 2697 + K. 2944 + K. 12832 + D.T. 365, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
SERIES "AN: (ilu) A-nu-um." 
K. 8697 + K. 8944 + K. 18832 + D.T. 355, 
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2. Cf. Part XXIV, pi. 1, U. 6, 9, 13/., 17, 21 and 23. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4349 JC. +81 7 - 27, 54, 
OBVERSE. 
PLATE 8. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4339, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4339, 
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7. #%4 JT. 4-339, Oh:, Coll. II, 11. 5-10 compare Bu. 89-4-26, 115, Obv., II. 5-9 (Plate 15). 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4339, 
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1. With K. 4339, Obv., Col. II, 11. 11-28 compare the duplicate Bu. 89-4-26,115, Rev., II. 1-18 (Plate 15). 
2. Written over an erasure. 
f f * 
explanatory lists of gods. 
K. 4339, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4339, 
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explanatory lists of gods. 
K. 4339, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 15-
Bu. 89-4-86, 115. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF G O D S 
K. 8100, 
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7. Written over an erasure. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 2100, 
PLATE 17. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 2100, 
PLATE 18. 
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REVERSE, COLUMN II. 
^ P * 5 t $ ® : 
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K • ^ H ^ 
<jjr # r p = $ r r - i^rrr 
^ p f F 
FTffi= ̂ : ppf" f - ^ f 
^ r m -
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- ^ r r • • f - m ^ f (T 
^ £ 3 ^ s ^ r r 
pirF^^fr^^f-^r 
^ f ^ - p i r r r p f F ^ P ^ r 
M r f M r ^ p ^ 4 . t ^ r t ^ ' 
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OBVERSE. 
^ M ^ f P : « 





^ ^ ^ f i l 
7. iw- a % ) & « * 0/ K. 215 + K. 2105, Obv., II. 8 ff., see Rml,S2, Obv., II. 1 ff. (pi. 21); with 
11.16 ff., cf., S. 1447, Obv., II. 2ff. ' 
2 S ~ 




K. 816 + K. 8106 
REVERSE. 
w-f- gfsf r r < p p # = ^ r 
« + r r ^ 4 f ? ?Kjff* rr 
^ 4 r r r ^ r f » - v t t 
^ f ^ - p - ^ p r D 
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S ^ l P 
•."'•T 
p p F ^ ^ i £ v . : . f 
^^^ffwtFfte^ 
p ^ r — ^ ^ ^ ^ r r 
prf—^p^wrwwr 
nrf rf ^^w-*rr| 
^ f - ^ ^ C p f P ^ T | | 
P r f ^ p p f m r * H 
7. JTi/A £. 215 + K. 2105, Rev., II. 3 ff, cf. K. 
a duplicate of Rev., II. 18b, ff, see RmiMJ82, Rev., II. 1 ff. 
2. For the Obverse of D.T. 115, see pi. 23. 



















! 2 0 
4849, Obv., Col. IV., II. 116 ff. (PL XXIV, pi. 32); for 
(pi. 21), and with 11. 18b,ff,cf. D.T. 115, Rev., 11. 5 ff. 
? r 
EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
Rm. II, 32. 
[For duplicates of the text, see plates 19 and 20.] 
PLATE 81, 
IO lO O 
Cn| 
t t t t t t f i 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 866, 
OBVERSE. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 83. 
K. 6037. K. 266, REVERSE.2 














































7. J5T. 6037 is duplicate of K. 266, Obv., Col. II, 
ll. 84-44 (pi- 22). 
2. For the Obverse of K. 266, see pi. 22. 
8 For the Reverse of D.T. 115, see pi, 20. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 8219. 
PLATE 84. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4343, 
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I [BROKEN SURFACE] 
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K. 8308. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 28. 
K. 7659, 
OBVERSE. Bu. 89-4-26, 77. 
t i w - -rr h t f f — t ^ r 
p f — r f f i - & 
z t ~ 
EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 2103 + K. 7636. 
PLATE 29. 
OBVERSE. 
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OBV. (cont.) OBV. (cont.) 
$::.-• 3 0 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE SO. 
K. 13671. 
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REVERSE, COL. I. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 81. 
K. 3845. K. 7648. 
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K. 2109 + K. 8944 ' 
+ K. 13689, f 
REVERSE, j 
COL. II. I 
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7. E r a s u r e by the scribe. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 34. 
K. 4809. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
Rm. 610. 
PLATE 35. 
[For a duplicate of the text, see K. 29, pi. 8 6 ; cf. also 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 29. 
[For a duplicate of the text, see Rm. 610, pi. 85 ; cf. also 
K. 2108, pi. 87'.] 
PLATE 36. 
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7. 0%4 //. i jf, ;/ tf. £9, ̂ „ Col. I, 11. 3 ff. (pi. 36), and with 11. 6 ff.,cf Rm. 610, Rev., II. 3 ff. (pi. 35). 
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Sm. 115. K. 11197. 
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t y ^ « Reverse of the tablet only the determinative 
ilu has been preserved at the beginning of three lines. 
.«\,T" 
u 
explanatory lists of gods. plate 40, 
K. 7652. 82-3-23, 5217. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 42. 
K. 4569, 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 43. 
Bu. 91-5-9, 153. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 45. 





EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. PLATE 46, 
Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078. 
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EXPLANATORY LISTS OF GODS. 
K. 4866. 
PLATE 48. 
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